


Editorial
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Whopping Result 2008
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The 2007-08 batch in the CBSE exam has blown the trumpet of success with Y.Anusha securing 97.4%.

Attitude isaltitude
The saga of success keeps human spirit going. And receiving National Merit Certificates is one such moment

which we all cherish. Securing National Merit Certificate not only validates one's effort but also acts as a stimulant

forthe achiever and also for the teacher. These records are certainly an inspiration to the coming batches.

National Merit Certificate
The Board awards certificate of merit in each subject to the top 0.1 % of the successful

candidates in order to recognise their merit and outstanding performance at its
secondary school and senior school certificate examinations.

English : B. N Avinash Varma

Hindi : Ch. Khyathi Raghavi, Y. Anusha

Maths : Y. Anusha, B. N. Avinash Varma

Social Science: J. V.Yeshwant, K. Divya Sravani

Y. Anusha, Ch. Khyathi Raghavi

I
English: B.N. Avinash Varma ....... 96/1 00 I Science B.N. Avinash Varma .......97/100

Ch.Khyathi Raghavi .......97/100

Hindi: Ch.Khyathi Raghavi... ....98/100
Y.Anusha ........................98/100 Social Divya sravam .................99/100

Y. Anusha ........................ 99/100

Mathematics: Y.Anusha ...................... 100/100 Ch.Kyathi Raghavi .........99/100

B.N. Avinash Varma .......1001100 J.V.Yeshwanth ................991100



A Cherishable moment

•

School Topper 2007-2008

.4%

Y. Anusha's performance in the CBSE Exam 'has been amazing. Her
securing 97.4% reflects her personality. Perseverance, perspicacity and
single minded purposefulness with abundant patience and clarity of
thought are personified in Anusha.

Mere securing good percentage is not what she is, Y. Anusha is a girl who
has imbibed all the best qualities her parents and teachers have instilled.

Credit goes to her parents for grooming such a wonderful kid and the
school isvery lucky to have such a gifted and talented student.

Her Marks are:
Science-96, Social-99, English-94, Hindi-98, Mathematics-100

The benchmark will be a beacon to the coming batches and a role model
worthy to be emulated.



The students above 90% I

Tracing back to the history of Sanghamitra's academic performance,
the first 90% was achieved by G. Bharani of the 2002 batch.

From then onwards children who have secured above 90% is on a steady rise.

The 2007-08 batch has surpassed the previous batches with ~5 students securing above 90% and to
topping it is Y.Anusha's awe-inspiring percentage of 97.4%.

We wish the coming batches too to accomplish many more successes of this sort.

K.Lavanya

93%

L. Divya Sree

90.4%

M. Bhavya
91.6%

91.6%

K.V. Ravi Teja Varma

92.6%

A. Siva Prasad Reddy
91.8%
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This is the lovely start the students of Sanghamitra experience.

And then goes the Whistle by our P. E. T., a signal to get ready for the prayer.

The prayer is followed by meditation which settles the minds of the students.

With a tranquil state the students and staff begin their day.

Ushering In Sanghamitra .....

•
•



Important Days

Investiture Ceremony
Time to shoulder responsibilities ...
On the event of investiture ceremony the council members (i.e. Head Boy, Head Girl, Captains, Vice-Captains
and Prefects) were sworn in, by taking oath to the sound of drum beats and bugles. These young leaders were
appointed to help in maintaining order and discipline in the school.

Independence Day was celebrated with a special pomp. The previous
years'toppers C. Siva Kumar Kashyap and G. Phanindra were given the

privilege of hoisting the tri-colour. Their parents were also invited to
witness the occasion. Cultural programmes added a pinch of
'entertainment to the day. Marking the 60th Independence Day, the
students of all the houses marched briskly depicting the country's

progress.

Small kindnesses, small courtesies, small considerations habitually practiced in our social inter course, .
give a greater charm to the character than the display of talents and accomplishments. 7

'-- --- -- . -------------- - - _. - ---. ~-- - -- ---

Teachers' day is an occasion when the students show their

gratitude towards their mentors who lead them to their aspired

destination. This yearTeachers' Day was celebrated on a low key note

due to the explosions at Lumbini Park and Gokul Chat Bhandar.

Children showed their reverence by presenting flowers to teachers.
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AP formation day
Andhra Pradesh attained statehood in the

year 1956 as a result of the hunger strike led

by Shri Potti Sriramulu. Significance of a day

like AP Formation Day traces back to the

selfless and immortal service rendered by

him. Wonderful programmes were organized

to mark this day. A dance and skit were

staged marking the occasion.

Math Day

1.... 2.... 3... get set go to explore math
Imagination plays a big role in understanding of

Math. On this occasion, various measuring devices,

shapes and other aids were displayed to help

students improve their cognitive abilities and gain

better comprehension of the subject.

Science Day
On 28th February 2007 Science Day was observed
with loads of zeal. Children staged various skits

creating awareness against the grave problem
pollution-a harbinger of many disasters. The"
enthusiasm and creativity shown by the students
is beyond description.

8
:I We should have less of the three R's and more of the three graces - grace of speech, grace of movement, grace of manner.

I
.l - "
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Library Open day

Optfora booktosweepoutsolitude .
"the fine print has an ever imprint on the minds ofthe students."
Books are the best pals who accompany us throughout the journey of
life. They carry us to the magical world, familiarize us about the two
phases of the world-good and bad. They help us analyze the past,
apprehend the present and anticipate the future.

Library is a land of living knowledqe. To celebrate the 40 th Na tiona I LibraryWeek, 'Library Open Day' was
held in the school on zz," November ~007.The books that are available in the library along with magazines,
DVD's, and CD's were displayed. Posters made by the students, that revealed the essence of books,
welcomed the visitors on theirwayto library.

Faith is a bird, that can see the light when it is down and starts singing in the dark. 9

...:-- - ~ - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - . -- - .



Cultural Day
I

. f Indian culture.... .
anifestatlon 0

The perfe~t rn d frills of western styles .
With thnlls an . 'thin

., . he atriotlsm WI
Awakening t P h gh stories .... ··

. he morals t rou
Recalling t . Relationships ...
The intimacy in Indian and only mother ... ,
Expressing gratitude to one

th january, 2008 i
Date-3° ~

~~~~--~----------------------------~
Celebrating the Indian Culture ...

This year annual day was celebrated at Shilpa KalaVedika.ltwas the most awaited
day for the students to display their skill in dancing and acting through fun-filled

and message-oriented programmes.

-c
':s Parents thronged to the venue to watch the performance. The program started

with a welcome address by Headmistress Ms. Vijaya Sreefollowed by the lighting of

lamp by the previous batch toppers C. Kashyap and G. Phanindra. Later on/ the
annual report was presented by the Principal Mr. Nageshwara Rao. Secretary cum-

correspondent Ms. G. Arundathi addressed the audience on the topic of parental
care and children's attitude towards the advice oftheir parents. One ofthe special

features of the day was honoring Chandralekha, the years' sports star. She was

felicitated with a cash prize ofRs.10/000.

The programmes began in a traditional way by invoking Lord Ganesha through
a song followed by a Kuchipudi dance. Subsequent programmes included a cute

fancy walk by the tiny-tots/ a musical drama depicting the story of Alibaba,

a skit on Tenali Rama describing about mother/ a series of dances on the

first teacher that is mother/ an inspiring dance drama - Quit India/ an electrifying
western dance and many more. The theme of depicting selfless love of a mother

has brought nobilitytothe whole show.

Another major eventthat glorified the day was the fel icitation of

Smt. Vimala Acharya; the mother of late Major Padmapaani Acharya, the

recipient of MahavirChakra. The loss of her son did not deter her spirits as she kept
her son alive in the hearts of millions of Indians through social work. She is a true
personification of this saying. IIGOD COULD NOT BE EVERYWHERE,
SO HE MADE MOTHERS '.

Nearly/ 600 students took part in celebrations i.e. one-third of the

school's number.

Intolerance has been the greatest enemy of our progre.<ss. - Rabindranath Tagore 10

- - - .-",--- -- -----~.~- :-:-:: - -- - - - - - - ._-- - - - - - - . -_.- - -. - -- - ---
_ _ '-'..o_~-t ~ __ .__ . - - -~~ ~==- ---



Picture Gallery: Cultural Day

A kind heart is a fountain of gladness, making everything in its vicinity freshen into smiles - Washington Irving 11

- ~. - -



Week Of Celebrations

Vanmahotsav week
Trees are as precious as gold,
Which are now clean-bowled.

To decrease the pollution
Trees are the only solution.

So plant as many trees as possible,
And save your environment.

The presence of green cover is currently below normal.
"Save Trees"

-this saying is almost forgotten by
many in this advanced technological world.

To cast light upon this, VanmahotsavWeek was observed in school
from July a" to t.To highlight and have an impact of this on students,

they were asked to prepare badges on this occasion with a caption
"save trees"

and attach them to their uniform.
The members of NGC presented a skit

on pollution and its effects.

Knowledge is the only instrument of production that is not subj~cted diminishing returns. - J.M. Clark 12
I
I .
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Wildlife Week
Care and concern is what they require ...
This world is incomplete without animals. It is our supreme duty to protect the fauna gifted to us.
Taking wildlife week (October 2

nd to 8th) as an occasion, teacher; acquainted the students with
many amazing facts. Special flashboards were maintained throughout the week displaying
significant information related to wildlife.

",

• ••
Nutrition Week In these days offast food culture, the importance of nutrition and
balanced diet has to be made aware to the children from a young age. Keeping this in mind
nutrition week was observed in the month of September. Charts depicting various foods
along with their nutrient values and health benefits were exhibited. Children were advised
to get one nutritive item like carrot/sprouts, etc. everyday for the week.

Teachers played an

active role to

prepare a variety of

sprouts along with

highly nutritive

vegetables like

carrot and beetroot.

,

Language is called the garment of thought. 13
. J

- - -- -- - - - -- - - - - -- - ------------ -.::.:-==---- ------- --- -=-=--- - - ------- - - - - -- .Y



Festivals

p

No religion teaches animosity among its followers - We are all Indians.

To promote secularism among students and to have a better understanding of different
faiths} all festivals are celebrated in our school with equal importance and fervour.

Krishnashtami
Intelligence + Mischief = Lord Krishna The day when the puny
footsteps touched the earth

KRISHNASTAMI is celebrated ...Krishnashtami was celebrated at
Sanghamitra with lots offun. The class ao students took part in a game (Pot relay)
and entertained all the students. J.V.Yeshwanth, Bharath and Srinath of class X
dressed themselves as modern Krishna and delivered hilarious slogans.

Christmas
Christmas is a festival filled with beautiful tones and

colours. It is the time when yearning tiny toddlers wait

for the arrival of sweet Santa Claus. On that day, clouds

of joy towered over Sanghamitra. All the students were

invited along with their kith and kin on the evening of 23'd

December, 2007. The dazzle and the glitter ofthe school

gave a hearty welcome to the visitors. It was a lovely get

together of Sanghamitra family. The kids were

presented with delightful gifts. The trees adorned with

lights presented a wonderful sight wowing one and all.

Visitors were treated with snacks and tea.

Time is a rat that slowly cuts the thread of life. - Swami Vivekananda
14

I. -
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Id :On the eve of Id, a delicious feast was organized by the management for

the teaching and the non-teaching staff.
It was an enjoyable evening with a tempting menu.

Rakshabandhan
Two tea-spoons of love

A cup of concern
A bowl of faith
Barrels of fun

Method: Take a container and stir
well adding the above contents. The
recipe that serves us throughout the
life is ready!!!

Ra ksha banda n is celebrated to
honour the most sacred relationship
on this earth i.e. of brother and sister.
On August 28th girls with lot of love
and affection tied rakhis to their
brothers (ciassmates).A dance was
presented by the students of class 9
appreciating this beautiful bondage.

I

. 15
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Competitions ... A Time to Blast Our Mastery ....
~~,---------------------------------------------------------------------- .....••..•.... --------

To sway from the busy schedule! various competitions were conducted to tap children's potential. It's
natural that their hearts throb to participate in games and extra-curricular activities. The spirit of
enthusiasm was encouraged by every department in the school so as to enable the students to exhibit
their skills.

Departmental competitions
Departmental competitions were conducted every month to provide a platform to the children where
they can explore the subject and at the same time have fun. The competitions held under different
departments are asfollows-

computer Department
-Designing web page

and also a cover page for the
newsletter

Math Department
-Brain Teasers

Social Department
Making a route map! Identifying

differences! etc.

Hindi Department
-Skit and article making

Art & Craft Department-Flower arrangement! Ganesh idol making.

i l ._. _. Diligence and =': are the tools to achieve success. 16

- - - - - - - - - ----- ~ - -



~----------------------------------------------------------------------~----~----------Ii
Addition to the departmental competitions, the following were conducted to

shoot up the spirits of the students.

Andhra Bank: Taking their diamond jubilee celebrations as the occasion, Andhra Bank organized several
competitions (such as puzzle solving, Essay writing, painting, etc.) for classes 3'd to aoth.The bank came up with a
surprising prize i.e. an account in the bank accompanied by a cash prize. Addressing the students, the general
manager of Andhra Bank, Mr.Raj Kumar stated that the main endeavour of these competitions is to teach
students to save money at a tender age.

Children are our priceless blessings ...
The world is changing at an ever-accelerating pace. Life,
society and education are becoming even more
complex. The nature of competitions in education is
changing radically. Keeping in view the above said,
under the heading GATEWAYS, many competitions
were held. These competitions opened the gates to
prove children's talents.
Children'S day was chosen as a perfect day to launch

these competitions. It was exhilarating to see the
students participate in these competitions with great
passion and vigour.

I

17
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~~~------------------------------------------------------------------------~--~----------~I

Teachers' Singing Competition
"Great talents find happiness in execution."Talent is always recognized, encouraged and nurtured at Sanghamitra.
This is not only for the students but teachers as well. To foster the talents of teachers, they were encourage
to-participate in competitions. One such was the singing competition held at Obul Reddy Public School.

The following teachers participated and did a creditable job: Ms. B. Manga Rani, Ms. D. Bharathi, Ms. Manju Roy,
Ms.Saaswathi, Ms. A.R. Jaya Sree, Ms. G.R. Lakshmi, Ms. Neeta Vingle.

Inter-school competitions ...
It's quite necessary for the children to know about the competition prevailing in the world. To ensure that the students
are not confined to the school settings, they participate in inter-school competitions which not only test their skills b
also develop the necessary temperament.

The various competitions
children took part in are
as follows: t

Heritage India Quiz,
Geo Map Quiz, Terra Quiz
National Informatics Olympiad,
Chesscompetitions,
Cricket Competitions
Aqua-Regia
(conducted byT.I.M.E)
Silver Jubilee Competitions
conducted at DAV, Safilguda.
Debate, Music,
Best out of waste,
Young World Quiz
UN MockAssembly

Music-A food for the soul
Music enlivens, invigorates, soothes and stimulates our minds.

Keeping the above said in view, the music department, under the guidance

of Ms. Jaya sree, conducted competitions in Light music for various classes.

Children actively took part and won many prizes.

Apart from this, chanting of Bhagavad Gita slokas has become a part and

parcel ofthe school chores to enlighten the young minds.

Ii' 1
I I
I l '
i'" I _ _
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Bhagavad Gita chanting competition

On 9
th

of January 2008 competitions were held for children in the school premises by the
Chinmaya Mission. 107 children took part in this competition with great fervour.

The prize winners are as follows

Group Prize Name of the Student Class
A I M.Sivatmika UKG

II I Pravav Balaji Kashyap liB

III P. Moushmi Ramya IVO

B I R. Sangeetha me
II K.Samhitha ve

<~ III D.viswanath IVO

~OJ e I I D.Sravya vile

II Iswarya Bokil VIA

I III R.Sruthi VIO
.-

e--:

;

M. Sivatmika, R.Sangeetha and D.Sravya
won special prizes in the finals.

Bhajans - Solo Singing Competition
With a viewto imbibe devotion among children
through devotional songs,
bhajans-solo singing competition was held in
all the zones of Hyderabad separately by the
Avadhootha Datha Peetham.

Among juniors group (8-13 years)
prize was bagged by Anagha Kulkarni of VI B
II prize was bagged by C.V.Karthik of class VIII D

Seniors (14-20 years)
I prize was bagged by V.Soumya of VIII D
II prize was bagged by S.Ramya of IX C

For the winners of all the zones,
finals were conducted on ~7 February '07.

From juniors category
I prize- Anagha Kulkarni
III prize-C.V.Karthik
These children were awarded prizes by
Sri Sri Sri Ganapathi Sachchidananda Swamiji
at Mysore.

,

The best place to seek God is in a garden. - Bernard Shaw .
19 ,
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School Achievements-SKY IS THE LIMIT

~.l ~\\\\\\\,,\\S
~f, To 1111 the prize winners!

A• ~~i~~!~~;'~~~ster blasters
~ played against Hyderabad Public

School in the finals of 6-a-side-
cricket tournament. They brought
laurels to the school with their
victory. The training was given by
the physical education teacher,
Mr. Ramesh.

R. Kavya

Diligent Delegate: R. Kavya of class 9th participated in the mock UN assembly
held at DAV Safilguda on 26th October 2007. She had been designated as
the delegate of Japan. In appreciation of her marvellous work, she was
awarded the first prize.

Geo-Genius: P.Surya, B. Srujan and J. Surendranath Reddyof class 9th

participated in the Geo-Map Quiz held at Osmania University and were selected for
the second round in which they bagged the zi" place.

Prayer answers: Essay writing contest on the topic, 'Importance of Prayer' was
conducted on 23rd January 2008 by SATKAMA School-- a school for integrative
development. A whole hearted appreciation for Rahul Huilgol of class 9th for winning
the 'overall best entry' and Vaibhavi of class a" for winning the best entry.

B. Srujan P. Surya J. Surendranath Reddy Rahul Huilgol

Flowers are the sweetest things that God ever made and or got to put a soul into - H. W. Beecher 20



The Rising Stars ... !!

It was once said by a great person

'Champions aren't made in the gyms. Champions are made
from something they have deep inside them -- a desire, a
dream, a vision.

Chandralekha, under the training of Mr. Ramesh
(Physical Education In charge) has been performing well in
sports from a very young age. Mr. Ramesh recognized her
talents and gave her a rigorous training. In the year 2007 she
participated in the Cluster VII CBSE Athletic Meet, where
she, along with her team mates fetched accolades to the
school. Th is event was held at Sri Vidya Internationa ISchool,
Tirupati.

She took part in 6 events underthe age group of rz, and the
events are-Shot-put, DiscussThrow, 200 m, 100m race and
4X100 m relay.

She qualified forthefinals of all India CBSE Meetwhich were held
at Chinmaya Vidyalaya, Cochin. There too she outsmarted man
of her co-participants with a throwof7.98 m to win a silver.

Congratulations Chandralekha ..... !!!!
All the Best for all your future endeavours!

EVENTS VENUE MEDALS

1 Shot-put Srividya Niketan International School, TIRUPATI Gold

2 4 x 100m Relay* Srividya Niketan International, School, TIRUPATI Silver

3 discus Throw Srividya Niketan International, School, TIRUPATI Silver

4 2100m Race Srividya Niketan International,School, TIRUPATI Silver

5 100m Race Srividya Niketan International, School, TIRUPATI Silver

6 Shot-put Finals Chinmaya vidyalaya, COCHIN Silver

*team mates are Kavya, Sonika and Gautami

I

Sport reveal character 21
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Something special @ SANGHAMITRA

We frame, we follow ...
"Work keeps at bay three great evils- Boredom, Vice and Need"

A golden opportunity is given to all the students to set a scroll of rules and regulations which they promise to adhere.

As the children themselves frame the ground rules, they are clear about the Do's and Don'ts of school.

The guiding pals ... These pals are none other

than our counsellors from college of social work,

Mr. Avinash and Ms.5eema. They were with us to

relieve our tensions and help us to solve our

problems.

A box keeps your problems away .... A box

is kept accessible to all the students in the school.

They can drop a chit unfolding their problems. The

secretary cum-correspondent will look into the

matterforthe needful.

Learning through entertainment. ".
.Education and Entertainment make a perfect
combination.Children of Sanghamitra are shown
movies and documentaries (made by the national
geographic channel, etc.) in the school. The
movies projected such as 'Chak De India' inspire
the children.

Technology peeping into education ....
In the contemporary world, computers have a

great bearing in one's life. Keeping this in mind,
class IX children were assigned with the task of
presenting one of their lessons Mirabai through a
PowerPoint presentation under the supervision of
subject and computer teachers. Lots of ingenuity
coupled with dexterity made the programme win
many accolades.

Short time, Great advancement ...
NIE (Newspaper in Education) classes are
introduced in the school to promote the skills in
communication, hand writing and personality
development. They provide the students with
elementary knowledge on the current affairs in an
interesting way by conducting quiz house wise for
classessto 9 and the audience isalso given achance
to participate.

Silence isGolden
To make one realize the importance of silence amidst the noisy world, students

and staff observe silence on every Friday morning till the assembly commences.

This feeling has to be experienced to be believed. And what a difference it makes

to one's senses!

Enlightenment-a guide to fulfill ones aspirations
In recognition of the principles oftreasured soul Lord Buddha, a statue of his is placed in
the very heart of the school. His basic tenets are displayed in the front side of the
auditorium for one and all. This illumines the minds of the learners.



Radio Ultimatus .
To encourage creativity and expose the children to the fast-growing communication world,
class IX students were given an opportunity to perform a Radio Show. This radio show

acquainted pupil with the happenings of the school in a hilarious way. News, moonwalkers,
awards,jokesand many more were a part of the radio show

Time For traditional art ...
The present scenario depicts that the urban
populace is losing touch with the villages and their
crafts. To make the children aware ofthe skills of
the rural community, the school arranged a
potter and a weaverto exhibittheir skills. It was a
sightworthwatching.

A Rare Opportunity ...On the occasion of Gandhi Jayanthi, Sekhar Kammula, a celebrated film-director visited

our school on 29th September.zood and conducted a debate on the relevance ofthe Gandhian principles for
class ao students. It was interesting to see the students venting out their views on the issue. Later the
programme wastelecast on TV9.

The best thing parents can spend on children is not money, but time. 23 '
I
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Workshops for students ...

1'-------------------------------------------------------------------------- •• ------

MANAR- A guiding light

An exceptional training was given to the students by an institution named

MANAR. It is a Persian word which means-the guiding light. The members of

this institution have proved to be excellent tutors who aided to acquaint the

students about good values. They have also elucidated the students about how

to tackle different situations of life. The students were made to enact, which

helped the tutors to identify the confidence levels and spontaneity in children.

Furthermore, they emphasized the importance of physical fitness which

proved to be very beneficial to students.

Witnessing the living legends ...

Class 10 students have attended the International Astronautic Congress held at Hi-tech City
(conducted by NRSA) in the month of September, 2007 and interacted with Indian-origin woman
astronaut Ms. Sunita Williams and Former President SriA.P.J.Abdul Kalam. The children also witnessed
the science exhibition held during that time. 1200 students from different schools have taken part and
it's our privilegeto be one among them.



Workshops For Teachers

Workshops in Sanghamitra are held every year for teachers. Through these, teachers adopt new

techniques and implement them in the teaching curriculum. These in turn pave way for the overall

development of the students.

Socia IScience Workshop
Social Science workshop was held forthe teachers at DAV School, Safilguda on the 6th and 9th of August. It was a

session held to discuss about the curriculum, addition and deletion in the syllabus, projects to be given,

question paper pattern and above all implementation of new technology into teaching to

arouse interest.

A word about Mr. Jinan Kodupally
Mr. Jinan Kodupally, who has a quest for creativity, visited our school in the month of April, to conduct a

workshop for teachers on 'Compatible mode. ' The aim of the workshop was to enable the teachers to see

the natural organic abilities of children before we condition or mould them to fit into our world.

It also ensures that children's natural creativity, intelligence and curiosity are not hampered. Adults are

becoming more and more expert-dependent instead of truly being with the child and responding

to the children's desires.

Mr. Jinan visited our school and created an atmosphere of "learning by doing". It was happy to see the

participation of one and all to acquaint themselves with nature. Collection of leaves and getting to their shades

using colours was really a fun-filled challenge. He made the teachers aware that 'Freedom paves way to creativity'

What he has been doing is commendable. Yet he is very simple.. ... . . •
The Cli had conducted a workshop on Education
Excellence Programmes on the 16

th and l]'h of April 2008.

The agenda of the programme

• awareness of quality management, principles and
practices,-to use process approach for curriculum planning

• achieve excellence in education

• total quality management fundamental principles on which
the curriculum must be based

• multiple intelligence

• how to prepare a questionnaire

Faculty: Ms. Chitra and Mr. Sharan Chinappa
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Principals' meet
Adding more dimensions: Education can cross the threshold only when technology is introduced.
Teachers, through this workshop, were acquainted with a novel approach of teaching. This surely will enable
the children to hone their abilities and go in parallel with this advanced world.

Curtain-raiser for military games ... A military band arrived at our school to promote the (ISM Military Games
2007. A well orchestrated parade was showcased by them. Later on, the military officials presented a PowerPoint
presentation pertaining to the Military Games, which were going to be held at Hyderabad. A quiz was also
conducted and the winners were awarded by BRAVO (the mascot of military games).

Common man's homage for soldiers ... Mr. Hiralal, a fruit vendor by profession but a patriot by heart visited our
school. His collection of articles and poems on the relentless efforts of our sentinels were displayed in the school
auditorium for children's awareness. It was a humbling experience to meet this man who travels by cycle with a mission
to express his love for the country and cherish these poiqnant moments. He shared his heart-felt thoughts on the
bereaved families ofthe soldiers who are looking forward with a ray of hope to meettheir dear ones.

r Men of talent are men of occasions. 26
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NGC - National Green Corps

,

The school registered with the National Green Corps (NGC) in the year 2003. This was done to
ensure that awareness and commitment to protect environment is instilled in the students from
a young age. Henceforth/ many eco-friendly activities have been undertaken by the children
enthusiasticallyunderthe guidance of Ms. G.R. Lakshmi, ourNGC in charge.

This year too, with same enthusiasm and spirit they have carried out many eco-friendly activities. They
distributed jute bags to teachers with an aim to lessen the usage of polythene covers and plastic baskets.
The coconut shells filled with water were tied to the branches forthe birds to drink. A bird feeder was also
installed intheschool premises.

Content analysis Following the objectives ofthe workshop that was conducted by Confederation of
Indian industry/ teachers clubbed subject-wise to design their curriculum. The main objective behind this
was to enable a link of the syllabus from class I to X. Every teacher has taken up an active role to design the
content of their subject in the most creative way and highlight the related and non-related topics.

CBSE Evaluators Teachers are sent for class ao CBSE evaluation every year. This enables them
to know the current criterion of evaluation. The teachers who have been sent this year i.e. for the 2007-

08 academic years are:

English Ms. H.G.Padma
Hindi Ms.Sarala
Math Ms. Bharathi
Science Ms. Madhavi
Social.. Ms. Sai Prasanna

Farewell ..... A Time to Bid Adieu
Farewells have become a norm. But every farewell is distinct and quaint. A long and well nourished
relationship comes to an end. It's a time filled with mixed feeling.s. Joy and sadness share space with
trepidation.

The highlight of this year's farewell function was the participation of parents of the outgoing children for
lunch and presentation of an enthralling programme by the 'Vishwa Drukh', an organisation ofthe visually
challenged.
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Sanghamitra School Values

1. Respect for others

2. A Healthy Lifestyle

3. Responsibility

4. Courage

5. Honesty

6. Self Discipline

7. Service

8. Commitment to family



Reuse

Refuse Recycle

\ "" 4 It's of Waste ManagemfO\ 0 ent
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